La Femme:

Free birth control services offered

A $27 health card buys a student a quarter-long free ride almost anywhere within the corridors of the Cal Poly Health Center.

But La Femme, the busy gynecological health care service and birth control and abortion counseling center, doesn’t require a health card since the California Board of Trustees designated its services as “basic” for every student.

“Though what we provide is the same, we didn’t call it Family Planning because who is planning a family at eighteen?” asked Dr. Andrea Brauninger, the chief medical adviser for La Femme for eight years. She is generally credited with pulling the service, which had been struggling for two years, onto its feet.

Single students and couples, even the non-student partners of students come. “Although few people know it, we do see men. Birth control methods usually involve the woman, which is why we call it La Femme,” she explained. (“La Femme” means “woman” in French)

“I have often thought we need a male clinic for male problems,” she said, quickly denying any reverse discrimination rap. She was exposed to sex discrimination herself when she graduated with an intern’s diploma awarded to Andrea Brauninger “for the completion of his work.” It hangs in her office.

La Femme counsels on birth control techniques and pregnancy terminations, tests for pregnancy, makes referrals, screens for DES (the defect-causing hormone taken by some pregnant women between 1946 and 1960), and conducts free pelvic exams and VD tests.

Pap smears (which test for cervical diseases) and all other lab tests sent out are done at cost. Pap tests, for example, are $3.60 with or without a health card.

“Money’s so tight we really can’t not charge for outside lab work,” said Brauninger. However, since La Femme was made a basic service, student services fees cover the labor and lab work done there. La Femme amounts to about 5 percent of the health service budget, according to Jim Huffman, a health service administrator.

“There are a fair number of unplanned pregnancies every year,” she said. “We don’t dispense a morning-after pill anymore because of the unknown side-effects.” Although the exact unwanted-pregnancy rate at Cal Poly is not known, there are noticeable increases after quarter break, “because girls go back to boyfriends at home and they aren’t prepared,” Brauninger said. La Femme gives counsel of birth control methods available without a prescription so students can be more prepared. When students come in, Brauninger suggests they be sure to concentrate, to make sure the method is used properly.

La Femme nurse practitioners discuss a patient specimen.
Fall rains ruin grapes, tomatoes

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)—The unseasonal wrath of a harvest time storm ruined hundreds of millions of dollars worth of raisins, grapes, tomatoes and other crops, posing the threat of higher prices on supermarket shelves, farm industry officials said Monday.

"It is a disaster. We are approaching a point now that we can expect total losses for a lot of individual growers," said Fresno County farm advisor Peter Christensen. "There are going to be some huge losses."

Warm rains carried by Tropical Storm Olivia caught about 90 percent of the nation's raisin harvest as it lay drying in the fields—50 percent exposed on open trays and 40 percent on rolls—Fresno County Agriculture Commissioner Cosmo Insalaco said.

"We're talking hundreds of millions of dollars here, but I don't think anywhere near a billion," California Farm Bureau spokesman Clark Biggs said.

The sun and breezes needed to dry the crops came out Sunday and stayed Monday, but the National Weather Service reported that raisin drying conditions in the Fresno area would be slow.

Only 25 to 30 percent of the raisin crop seems safe, said Ron Kister, president of the Raisin Bargaining Association in Fresno. Larry Wharton, vice president of Sun-Maid Growers of California estimated the loss at $200 million.

Members of the Raisin Bargaining Association planned to meet Monday to consider withdrawing their price of $1,196 a ton.

But 1,200 U.S. Marines, third component of a new peacemaking force, remained offshore, awaiting the complete withdrawal of Israeli forces from this bloodied capital.

"Tonight we will sleep in our house because the French are here," said Amal Alaa Aaden, a 17-year-old girl whose father, grandfather and grandmother were murdered in the Sept. 16-18 massacre, carried out by Lebanese Christian militia.

She, her mother and sister have been staying at a school outside the camps since they were afraid the killers would return. "Now we are not afraid," she said.

So far, Lebanese authorities have confirmed that about 600 people were killed in the bloodbath. On Monday, hundreds of women formed the camps gathered to pray.

President Reagan's claim that his administration has "turned the corner" on a billion dollars in aid to the Middle East may be true, said Carter. "It's a good feeling to know we're doing something.

In Israel, Prime Minister Menachem Begin's Cabinet was scheduled to meet Tuesday, and the Israeli news media predicted Begin would bow to intense public pressure for a full judicial inquiry.

San Francisco (AP)—A federal court on Monday ruled against the American Express Co. policy of automatically canceling women's supplementary credit cards when their husbands die, a credit practice one attorney termed "Neanderthal."

The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals sent the case brought by Virginia F. Miller back to U.S. District Court in Phoenix, Ariz., for further action.

Mrs. Miller's Phoenix attorney, Kraig L. Martin, said in a telephone interview that her client had been "humiliated...she went shopping with the supplementary card and was refused. And she didn't have enough money with her."

Mrs. Miller complained that American Express violated the Equal Credit Opportunity Act when her supplementary card was canceled after the death of her husband, Maurice Miller, the main cardholder.

Cal Poly's Ag school wins national award

By Maria Casas

A $5,000 national award to develop a micro-computer literacy education program has been given to Cal Poly's School of Agriculture and Natural Resources.

"We are really thrilled and it's a real honor for Cal Poly," said Dr. Lark Carter, dean of the school. "This is an increase in agriculture technology that is oriented toward micro-computer. It will be a big part of the scene for almost every one of our students within five years."

The program, which is a cooperative venture between the school of Agriculture and Natural Resources, the School of Computer Science and the Extended Education Office, will offer in-service training to faculty giving them the opportunity to learn micro-computer skills.

Computer Science 110 will be offered so students can get hands-on experience on using a terminal. There will be 16 terminals available with two students at each.

"It is so important to get the terminal in this area as any other university in the country," said Carter.

The curriculum here offers students that can be involved in producing crops, bad earning for livestock from the beginning stage of production until all.

"This award will enable us to augment our efforts to provide the micro-computer literacy education program for students and faculty," said Carter.

"We need to bring the faculty up to speed with computer literacy as well as students," said Carter.

State-of-the-art technology, developed and applied by our employees at 14 divisions and subsidiaries coast to coast, has made us a world leader in aerospace, defense, electronics, shipbuilding and other areas and has opened up many diverse opportunities for U.S. citizens with degrees in Electrical, Mechanical, Industrial and Computer Engineering and Computer Science/Math.

GENERAL DYNAMICS WILL BE ON CAMPUS OCTOBER 27 & 28

Join the company with the state of the art in careers, and turn your own ideas into reality. See your placement office to arrange an appointment. Or send your resume to Sue Shike, Corporate College Relations Administrator, General Dynamics Corporation, Dept.CP, Pierre Laclede Center, St. Louis, MO 63105.
Disc firm headquartered in SLO

by Peter Hess

The national headquarters for a record company sitting on the outskirts of San Luis Obispo in a modest white house? Cnim.

Well, it's true. And it's not just any record company, but one that manufactures "audiophile" discs, which are claimed to produce pure sound.

Nautilus Recordings is temporarily located in an old house on Buckley Road while the firm looks for a larger permanent site. The house serves as the marketing and managing base for Nautilus, while the distribution end is handled at a separate location only five minutes away. Previously, the whole operation was in Shell Beach, but growth forced a move, according to sales manager Sonny Borja.

Borja said the first Nautilus record was pressed in 1977, adding the company originally was dubbed Orion by founder Steve Krauss before evolving into Nautilus Entertainment, a public corporation with stockholders. Borja said Krauss started the business in this area because "this is where he lived." Today, Krauss negotiates with major record labels to get the titles which his firm makes into half-speed mastered audiophile recordings.

In addition to half-speed remasters, Nautilus also produces direct-to-disc and digital recordings, and Borja said they are the only audiophile firm to use all three formats.

In simple terms, the direct-to-disc method forces an artist to give a perfect performance for a whole side of a record, since the musical signals are recorded straight from the guitar, piano, or other instruments onto the grooves on a master lacquer.

Borja also lives up to his record on record, but only each individual track need be perfect, since they are recorded digitally. This means every numerical figure which represent

every possible note in the musical spectrum are recorded without tape hiss found on normal recordings.

Half-speed masters are the most popular Nautilus product, the most successful titles being "Rumors" by Fleetwood Mac and "Ghost in the Machine" by The Police.

Borja explained that the original master recording is played at half speed, as is the lacquer cutter, producing records that play at normal speed and claim less distortion and better dynamics.

Most records are produced through the analog process, using tape to record many tracks which are then combined to make a two-track stereo album. This method produces tape hiss because of the stacking of these tracks upon one another, but allows editing and overdubbing.

Sixty to 70 percent of the people who own a digital stereo could benefit from the audio advantages of our records," Borja said, adding, "if you don't have a hi-fi system, you should notice less surface noise." The records are pressed in Burbank, and extra care is taken on every step of the manufacturing process, the company claims.

Borja said a limited number of units for each title is produced because the metal stampers degenerate. He also noted that periods of pressing and curing could dry out or warp the discs, which are claimed to be made of 50 percent more vinyl than in normal records and even the album covers are printed on higher quality paperboard than mass-produced LPs.

Nautilus records are distributed nationwide to hi-fi dealers, record distributors, and record stores. Borja said, noting they are also available at El Corral Bookstore on campus.

How many people are willing to pay nearly twice the price of a normal LP? Apparently quite a few. Borja said the company has sales of about $1 million a year.

BEER ½ PRICE

all tap beer ½ price at

WOODSTOCK'S

TUESDAY MADNESS

Lunch: Mon.-Fri., 11:00am-2:00pm
Dinner: Sun.-Thur., 4:30pm-1:00am
Fri.-Sat., 4:30pm-2:00am
1015 Court Street
(across from Boo Boos)
541-4420

with purchase

with purchase
Review

"Hamlet" hopefuls to audition

If "to be or not to be" is "Hamlet" in your question, auditions for Cal Poly's upcoming production will be held beginning Oct. 12 from 7-11 p.m. in the H.P. Davidson Music Center. Auditions for the role of Hamlet will be held Oct. 12 and 14. The remainder of the cast will be chosen from auditions on Nov. 22 and 23.

The production will be held Feb. 17, 18, and 19 at 8 p.m. in the Cal Poly Theatre. Reserve seating is $3.50 and is available by sending a stamped, self-addressed envelope to: "Cal Poly Theatre Box Office, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, Calif., 93407."

More information about the auditions may be obtained by calling 546-2486.

Festival features classic tunes

Those with an interest in classical music will have a fine opportunity to revel in when Cal Poly's School of Music and Arts holds its first annual Festival of the Arts, beginning Oct. 20.

The celebration will be held in the Cal Poly Theatre each night beginning at 8 p.m. The musical presentations will be $4.50 general and $3.50 student; $4 and $3 for the other two productions. A series ticket including all four shows is available for $13.50, general; and $9.50 for students—20 percent discount.

Those interested in purchasing brochures or obtaining a brochure should mail a request to "Cal Poly Theatre, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA, 93407" or call 546-1421.

Cal Poly part of play's success

Thom Strelick is a Cal Poly alumnus with a master's degree in computer science. During his time at Cal Poly, he was actively involved with the university's drama program and appeared in several college theatre productions. "Thom is part and product of the university's effort to teach and exemplify how all areas of human learning can and must interrelate," says Malkin. "It is a testament to the education Thom receives and to that of all our music students having a composition performed by the Boston Symphony— and it has provided us the encouragement and support new work in the arts." says Malkin. "We are very proud to have been a part of this success. The Dallas Theatre Center is considered second only to Minneapolis' Guthrie Theatre as far as regional theaters are concerned."

The Concert will feature the 23-member Wiener Strauss-Capella Orchestra under the direction of Uwe Tanenbaum on Thursday, Oct. 21; the Ko-Kela Chamber Orchestra on Friday, Oct. 22, and Musical Offering with special guest, soprano Lucy Shelton on Saturday, Oct. 23.

The festival is being made possible through the generosity of the John and Beverly Stauffer Foundation of Los Angeles. They have sponsored the initial performance of the original production of the Strauss-Capella Orchestra and are providing $25,000 toward the remainder of the festival.

The "A Night in Vienna," an event to be held on the campus on Oct. 19 at the Cuesta College Auditorium. The concert will feature the 23 members of the Wiener Strauss-Capella Orchestra under the direction of Uwe Tanenbaum. The group is the group's first United States tour and their repertoire will include waltzes, marches, and songs. The orchestra will perform works by Johann Strauss himself and others from the Vienna Volksoper. Formal champagne reception will follow the concert at the Cal Poly Officers' Club at Camp San Luis.

Reserved tickets, available for the first time for every concert, are $4 per person. General admission for the concert only $3 per ticket.

The music of the Strauss family is familiar to most. Their compositions are performed throughout the world every year, including symphony orchestras, pops ensembles and even music boxes. The concerts will be attended by Viennese artists and dignitaries, Mayor Melanie Billig and other city officials, and various performers. Complimentary Austrian and Californian champagne will be served as well as Austrian pastries flown in for the occasion.

Closed captions for the performance and admission to the reception can be purchased by mail or in person at the Cuesta College Community Services office. Tickets and information about the other performances are available at the box office at 1030 Chorro Street, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401.
A peer-educator birth control group reaches into the community, counselling at the request of dorms, fraternities and sororities, and other groups. "The group is especially helpful for reaching them," Brauninger said. "They know the methods and effectiveness rates."

La Femme averages forty patients a day. The volume requires the services of a full-time lab technician. Everything possible is done at La Femme before referring a student to a specialist. In making referrals, "We know the local doctors; who is good and who is not," said Brauninger.

At the core of the La Femme services are two registered nurses, Florence Meeler and Mona Cochran, who went through special training to practice at La Femme. They follow protocols which enable them to work independently of the doctor. They examine patients, assess problems, and decide on treatments, including standard prescriptions that are non-narcotics. They consult frequently with Brauninger, whose office is across the hall.

Students were asked their "satisfaction" with La Femme. Those in agreement said, "They make you feel comfortable," "It started me going to clinics," "They know what you need," "It's confidential and very friendly." "It's cheap," "It's easy to get in," "I wouldn't go anywhere else." "They're courteous," "I feel better," "I don't want to go to a gynecologist." "It's fast," "They cut the wait." "It's convenient." "They're good people and they're always there." "They're friendly." "They're efficient." "They give you the facts;" "They have lengthened the hours for giving the Paps." "It's great, there's a woman doctor." "Noami Marks, a La Femme aide, said patients have their follow-up visits with the same nurse whenever possible, because the service is for the students' "satisfaction, privacy and thoroughness of the clinic.

The nurses are updated at the monthly La Femme committee meeting, which Brauninger chairs. One or two nurses and Meeler, and three other health service doctors with gynacological expertise attend. One of the three, Dr. Eugene Madsen, treats the non students' problems.

A gynecologist, Dr. Marshall Sider, donates two afternoons a month, on the second and fourth Thursdays, for appointments at La Femme. Students who think they need to see him must come to the clinic before those dates because a referral is necessary.

Vaginosis and urinary tract infections are common, while gonorrhea and syphilis are rare, according to Brauninger. Cases are found only a few times a year. There is a new definitive test for herpes which came in 1972 and is new at the clinic this year, she said.

"Everyone gets upset about herpes, but I especially am more concerned about NGU, a chlamydial infection," said Brauninger. "We toned down the herpes handout because people over-react when they found out they had it. There's no permanent damage to the reproductive organs. With NGU there is a simple culture for men, but women often show no symptoms. Larger medical centers have a test for women but it is not yet available in this area. The Chlamydial is half-bacteria, half-virus," she explained "making it difficult to culture. It can cause a severe infection in the tubes if undetected for long periods," she said. If blockage occurs, new surgical techniques, although expensive, are increasingly able to re-establish the ability to conceive, however.

Men students, according to one of the peer-educators, do not use La Femme's services regularly. La Femme serves three or four some weeks and then none for a month. They come for birth control counseling mainly, often with their girlfriends. Occasionally they come for their partner's pelvic exam to gain appreciation of the woman. Usually, however, the men will call and ask their questions over the phone. They can ask to see Madsen or Brauninger and not sign up for La Femme. "We welcome the men," Brauninger said.

In using La Femme Marks said, "If the students need only prescription refills, they should check before signing in because they are usually refillable right at the drugstore. I hate for people to have to wait. If they come at 8 o'clock there's usually no wait at all. And the girls should know that Tuesday-Thursday are the days of routine Paps. Our hours are 8-5."

**Support the March of Dimes**

March of Dimes is the Division of the National Foundation and the March of Dimes, founded in 1938, is the national Citizens Organization of the March of Dimes. It is the national health agency on behalf of the mothers of America, and the nation's largest voluntary health agency. March of Dimes is the national health agency of the March of Dimes, founded in 1938, is the national Citizens Organization of the March of Dimes. It is the national health agency on behalf of the mothers of America, and the nation's largest voluntary health agency. March of Dimes is the national health agency of the March of Dimes, founded in 1938, is the national Citizens Organization of the March of Dimes. It is the national health agency on behalf of the mothers of America, and the nation's largest voluntary health agency.

**La Femme provides it**
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Men students, according to one of the peer-educators, do not use La Femme's services regularly. La Femme serves three or four some weeks and then none for a month. They come for birth control counseling mainly, often with their girlfriends. Occasionally they come for their partner's pelvic exam to gain appreciation of the woman. Usually, however, the men will call and ask their questions over the phone. They can ask to see Madsen or Brauninger and not sign up for La Femme. "We welcome the men," Brauninger said.

In using La Femme Marks said, "If the students need only prescription refills, they should check before signing in because they are usually refillable right at the drugstore. I hate for people to have to wait. If they come at 8 o'clock there's usually no wait at all. And the girls should know that Tuesday-Thursday are the days of routine Paps. Our hours are 8-5."
A 19-year-old resident of Frequent Hall allegedly broke into an office in the dormitory early Sunday morning and stole approximately $600 of cash and personal checks. When police investigators responded to a call from the Frequent Hall resident adviser they were told by witnesses that the suspect had been seen leaving the area about the time the burglary occurred. Police went to his room and asked if they could look around. The suspect agreed and police found an amount of money in his wallet comparable to the amount of cash supposed to be missing. The student accompanied officers Wayne Hall and Wayne Carmack to campus police headquarters for an interview and admitted taking the money, according to Hall.

"He was very cooperative the whole time," Hall said. "He led us to the coin money, the checks, and the plastic glass window from the hall where entry was made, which were in various places around the city." Hall said that $301.90 in cash and $50.00 in personal checks has been recovered. He said the residence hall personnel were still figuring up the total amount missing.

The student was not arrested due to his cooperation but will be charged with burglary and possession of stolen property via the area resident and unlikely to leave the area on bail.

Police are also warning people to lock their doors and be careful where they leave their backpacks.

"We had our first complaint about a backpack being stolen in the bookstore. It's a high risk area."

Someone entered a room on the fifth floor of Sierra Hall Saturday night and stole clothing and a wallet. Police said the door of the room was unlocked when the incident occurred.

Someone also stripped the tires and wheels off a car in the R-2 parking lot on campus Saturday night. The loss was estimated to be about $400, police said.

The process involves submitting the case to the district attorney, who will review it to determine if the crime is a felony or misdemeanor. The suspect will then receive a court order to appear for the arrangement. Although the student confessed to the crime, Hall said it was unnecessary to arrest him because he was a long-time resident and unlikely to leave the area on bail.

Police are also warning people to lock their doors and be careful where they leave their backpacks.

"We had our first complaint about a backpack being stolen in the bookstore. It's a high risk area."

Someone entered a room on the fifth floor of Sierra Hall Saturday night and stole clothing and a wallet. Police said the door of the room was unlocked when the incident occurred.

Someone also stripped the tires and wheels off a car in the R-2 parking lot on campus Saturday night. The loss was estimated to be about $400, police said.
Free speech issues raised last year because of the antics of a crusading evangelist and the concerns of campus police and administration groups are still waiting to be resolved by a special campus task force. The task force hopes last year that a solution would be reached by June.

According to Harvey Greenwald, a math professor and head of the free speech task force, a large number of questions concern where and when groups can speak or distribute leaflets on campus. The task force will probably not be answered before the end of Fall quarter.

The free speech question remains a Winter quarter concern. The University Energy, a pro-nuclear power group, wanted to distribute leaflets at an annual science fair in the Little Theatre.
EIGHT CHAPTERS OF BABYLONIAN HISTORY FOR TOMORROW'S EXAM AND CATHY'S WAITING.

YOU CAN DO IT!

It gets down to what you want to do and what you have to do. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics lesson and you can do it—handle all the work college demands and still have time to enjoy college life.

You can dramatically increase your reading speed today and that's just the start. Think of the time, the freedom you'll have to do the things you want to do. For twenty years the ones who get ahead have used Reading Dynamics. It's the way to read for today's active world—fast, smooth, efficient.

Don't get left behind because there was too much to read. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics lesson today. You can dramatically increase your reading speed and learn about advanced study techniques in that one free lesson. Make the college life the good life. With advanced study techniques in that one free lesson you can do it.

SCHEDULE OF FREE LESSONS

Location: Sands Motel
1930 Monterey St.
San Luis Obispo

Tues. 9/28 5:00 pm and 7:00 pm
Wed. 9/29 5:30 pm and 8:00 pm

For further information call 1-800-272-3585

Choose The Day and Time Most Convenient For You. Reservations Are Not Necessary.
U.U. copying center to provide dependable service

by Scott Swanson
Staff Writer

Students who want to make Xerox copies won't have to go to the Craft Center to find a machine that works. And, they won't have to leave campus to get money to pay for their copies either.

The student government plans to put a copying center in the University Union and is also in the process of negotiating for a Bank of America Ventasettler to be installed on campus.

"We really got started working on the idea for a copying center over the summer," said ASI President Sandra Clary. "It was something that Kevin Moses (ASI Vice-President), David Haynes (Chair of the U.U. Board of Governors), and I really wanted to see accomplished." Although the idea originated as an ASI project, Clary said it eventually went to Haynes, who asked the UUBG to allocate space within the University Union. Eventually, the UUBG and the Craft Center agreed to vacate a spot in the front of the Craft Center to put the new copying center.

According to Roy Girsten, ASI business director, the center, staffed by student employees, will be open sometime in October.

"We hoped to have it in before Fall quarter started," Gersten said, "but the company who is providing the machine can't make a roll-down door for the front of the center tied to the work they probably couldn't get it to us before the middle of October."

Meanwhile, Gersten and Haynes are debating on the copy machine they will choose for the center. The most likely prospect is the Xerox model 8200 which can make 70 copies per minute and collate and staple 60 copies per minute.

"There's a couple of things we're looking at in shopping for a machine," Gersten said. "One is the paper supply, another is the leasing plan, but the main thing is that anything we look at is better than what we've got."

Not only do the students need a copying center, but ASI needs one.

"Several things brought the front desk of the U.U. is shot. This machine on it is always terrible. Besides, it uses a roll paper which is a waste because it costs more."

The machine in the ASI business office is obsolete, according to Gersten. And the third is that the capabilities needed. "The size it's set on is too great and the servicing isn't too great," he added.

According to Gersten, the ASI will do away with both machines and all ASI work will be done at the copying center. The center will also work for various student organizations and charge the costs to their budgets. If they don't have budgets they will have to pay cash.

"One of the reasons why our present machine is overburdened is that those organizations all use it to run their stuff off," said Gersten. "We'll be saving money this way."

Haynes also figures he'll save money on paper which he can get at about two-thirds of the price the ASI has been paying.

The ASI wants to recoup their investment which will probably amount to $8,000 to $10,000, Gersten estimated.

Haynes was optimistic about being able to keep the price low at the copying center.

"Right now we're trying to put together a price list," he said. "We'll keep the cost as cheap as possible, possibly as low as three cents per copy for large orders."

Gersten also figures he'll be able to keep the price low at the copying center.

Right now we're trying to put together a price list," he said. "We'll keep the cost as cheap as possible, possibly as low as three cents per copy for large orders."

Gersten also figures he'll be able to keep the price low at the copying center.

"The machines will be set at two levels, the lower one for people in wheelchairs to reach."

The new on-campus copying center will be located in front of the Craft Center beginning sometime in October.

Graduates with a BS/MSEE/CS Degree

HARRIS CORPORATION, Digital Telephone Systems Division — located in beautiful, inspiring Marin County, a few minutes north of San Francisco, offers growth opportunities to challenge your technical expertise in the most exciting state-of-the-art technology. Enjoy a career with a Company aggressively advancing the frontiers of their industry.

We offer excellent salaries and complete benefits.

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

Tuesday, October 5

Contact your College Placement Office to schedule an interview.

Digital Telephone Systems

An Equal Opportunity Employer
**Hooper with the slaps, Booker with the cracks**

Hooper, also a senior, played superbly at San Jose State University over the weekend as the Mustangs went 6-0 in the tournament, raising their 1982 record to 10-2. She also had 10 aces, nine solo blocks and nine defensive saves.

Wendy Hooper, also a senior, played superbly at San Jose State University over the weekend as the volleyball team won the Spartan Shops Invitational volleyball tournament for the second straight year.

Hooper had 76 kills in 158 attempts as the Mustangs won 4-0 in the tournament, raising their 1982 record to 10-2. She also had 10 aces, nine solo blocks and nine defensive saves.

The Mustang Daily sports staff congratulates the two athletes.

**Instant Elite-Poly golf club is planned**

It's not something you hear much about at Cal Poly, golf.

There is no team here. Cal Poly somehow doesn't seem like the school where you make room on the sidewalk for the champion golfers, those in cardigans who will make the Pro Golfers Association and who dominate the social circuit sipping scotch-and-soda at all the parties that matter.

You could not see F. Scott Fitzgerald going to school here. This is a Pete Rose school, a Mark Fidrych school.

The school of the scrappers, of the underdog. All the more reason why news of the formation of a Cal Poly Golf Club seems kind of odd. Not that a club won't work—no one should say it won't. It just looks strange to see the news in a press release.

But it's there, and employees of the Activities Planning Center are giving it the hard, erudite sell.

"Potential golfers interested in the ancient and honorable game of golf, as originated at the links of St. Andrew in Scotland are cordially invited..." said the lead of this press release from the office of Doug Jones, Student activities planning director.

Not, "Weekend golfers are asked to attend a meeting of the Cal Poly Golf Club," but you are cordially invited." Looks a little out of place, doesn't it? After all, this is a state school.

But the hard sell continues. The adviser is no part-time coach with little to do, no community bigwig who slips automatically into knickers each afternoon. For the Cal Poly golf club, the adviser is an administrator. Assistant to the Dean Bob Timone will head the club. Sort of an if-you-want-something-done-ask-a-busy-person-type-of-thing.

There the elite strain of the press release ends. The rest is Common Man stuff. All Cal Poly students, no matter how good they are are invited to attend an organizational meeting Thursday, Sept. 30 at 2 in University Union Room 218. Even novices.

Once the club gets going, the next order would be to seek out golf clubs from other universities and staging golf tournaments.

For more information, phone Bob Timone at the Activities Planning Center, 648-2478.
NEW YORK (AP)—With one weekend of the National Football League season already lost and a second on the brink, negotiators for the owners and the striking players prepare to resume bargaining later this week in Washington. The chances of a deal in the week or two before the strike's end are seen as slim.

Jim Miller, spokesman for the NFL Management Council, said the owners would propose the next talks take place Wednesday. They will be in Washington, D.C., where the players can consider their turf. In fact, the site was the only point of agreement in the six hours of negotiations Sunday at Hofstra University in Hempstead, N.Y. With a chasm between the two sides on the basic issue—a wage scale vs. the present system of individual negotiations—it appeared almost impossible agreement would be reached in time for next weekend's 14 games to be played.

Ed Garvey, executive director of the NFL Players Association, predicted after the session the owners will begin to get serious next Monday “when they come to realize that we're a wage scale.”

A second Sunday without NFL games would extract additional financial pain. Unofficial estimates put the price tag on the first week of a strike at $70 million.

By striking Sunday, NFL players lost somewhere between 88 million and 89 million in salaries. The Management Council estimated the 28 teams lost $2 million to $2.5 million.
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Opinion
Musical gifts
For those who have had the pleasure of enjoying past San Luis Obispo Mozart Festivals, the gifts of some generous companies will be music to your ears.
For instance, companies are donating a total of $10,500 to the Mozart Festival.
Chevron USA has pledged $4,500 to underwrite the Festival Fringe and music workshops offered during the annual weekend-long summer event.
Rockwell International is giving $3,000, $2,000 will be accepted from MCA, Inc., and Bristol-Myers is donating $1,000.
Ticket sales for the Festival's classical concerts usually cover less than half of the cost of the music event, and thus the Mustang Daily highly commends these donations.
In a time of economic hardship, it is difficult for many students to scrape up enough funds for everyday living and school-related expenses, much less come up with money for "frivolous" items like classical concerts.
Fortunately for summer students at Cal Poly, the Mozart Festival Committee arranged to have a sold-out concert, held at Poly's Little Theatre in August, piped outdoors.
In recent years, the efforts of the Festival committee have resulted in numerous, astounding, one-of-a-kind musical performances. The program has been hailed far and wide as one of the best outdoor musical events in California—proving that great art and cultural events are not limited to the Los Angeles Metropolitan or San Francisco Bay areas.
This could not be possible without the financial and moral support of corporations and private citizens. Who says interest in the arts is dead?
Again, the Editorial Board applauds the support Rockwell, Chevron and Bristol-Myers have shown the Mozart Festival. We look forward to next year's event, scheduled for Aug. 1-7, 1983.

Letters

Thank you given

Dear Editor,
I wish to express my appreciation of your recent Cross Currents publication. It is seldom that the media takes time to print the beauty of poetry. It is also pleasing to find it is a pleasing change of scenery. All of the poems were very enjoyable, found it to be a pleasing and inspiring. I will have to tell you Miss Hudock and also to the other poets; I am impressed. I find your work both pleasant and inspiring. I will look forward to any future works that are printed. Thank you.

Brent Fredrickson.

Greek noise

Dear Editor,
The morning of September 23rd, our apartment complex was rudely awakened at 8:00AM by a loud screaming, screaming and giggling of Gamma Phi Beta as they pulled a prank on our quiet neighboring fraternity house. Their obvious intent was to awaken the fraternity house at an ungodly hour. Unfortunately, they, in their inconsiderateness and rudeness, by their 15 minutes of continuous blaring, in awakening everyone in the vicinity.

After accounting for our droopy-eyed state and classes, we were informed that similar stunts have been pulled in the last few days by other sororities and fraternity houses. Although we realize that interaction and pranks are an integral part of the Greek system, we propose that these pranks be limited to activities that do not violate the rights of others. This behavior does not reflect positively on the Greek system to follow students and the community. Surely publishing this letter will bring about awareness and consequently change for the Greek systems participants.

Theresa Francis
Maria Head

Musk Daily

Letters

Stereotyping lives on

Dear Editor,
In reading the lead article on September 27th about rape and sexual assaults, I wonder why there has not been an accelerated enrollment in self-defense courses. It's really too bad that some women feel so insecure in the environment that they live in. It's also too bad that some people have to commit rapes and assaults to get the pleasures they somehow lack.
Last Spring quarter, I offered to teach a women's self-defense class in Yosemite Academy. The class was to emphasize the awareness of surroundings and the vital areas of the anatomy that could be attacked to ward off or stop an assailant. It was also to be limited to people know of some techniques that were ineffective. I offered to teach the class at no cost to those who attended. I am a second degree brown belt in Ju-Jitsu and have participated in many of my instructor's women's self-defense classes. I even had a letter of recommendation for those who question my intentions.
I posted an announcement at the beginning of the quarter at the front desk and there was a class. I went to the dorms for six weeks to teach or help any other class that wanted one. On the sixth week I finally gave up after only one person showed up.
I find it hard to feel sorry for those who don't take a serious interest in their insecurities when it comes to this matter. Self-defense classes are available. Often they are free. It seems to me that many women think that, "Oh, it won't happen to me." Take your chances ladies, because it just might happen to you!

Kenny Fall

Screw Trippers, lives on

Dear Editor,
Another new school policy with the same old simple-minded, typecasting cartoons. Specifically the one by Chuck in last Friday's edition depicting a cross-eyed, pot-bellied, Mexican compadre handling a wheelbarrow full of pintos with the inscription UN DIMA DOZEN.
This insensitivity towards Mexican and the Ethnic community as a whole, is so blatant as to suggest that we have conventionally become inattentive on the campus. Nothing could be more simple.
In times we will become more visible with tools such as the Multicultural Center in the U.C. and with programs to increase the enrollment of under-represented students, mainly Chicanos.
Would Chuck be amused if we portrayed him as a "lost in the sand" surfer with a surfboard entering one ear for another part of his body) and coming (with a swirl here at the Ivory Towers can attempt to take refuge so snugly in his ignorance.

Pablo Marlen
Ethnic Affairs Representative
A.S.I.

Editor's note: The Mustang Daily apologizes for the publication of the cartoon Friday. Unfortunately, we are not sensitive enough to catch the stereotypes, something we had hoped always to do this year. We looked at the idea behind the cartoon, not the way it was shown. It was a lesson learned early, and we will strive to make certain stereotyping of any type does not appear in future Daily issues.

Stupid helplessness

Dear Editor,
In reading the lead article on September 27th about rape and sexual assaults, I wonder why there has not been an accelerated enrollment in self-defense courses. It's really too bad that some women feel so insecure in the environment that they live in. It's also too bad that some people have to commit rapes and assaults to get the pleasures they somehow lack.

Kenny Fall

Letters

Daily policy

Letters and press releases may be submitted to the Mustang Daily by bringing them to the Daily office in Room 226, Graphic Arts Building, or by mailing them to: Editor, Mustang Daily, GRC 226, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407. Letters must be double-spaced typed and include the writers' signature and phone number.

Editors reserve the right to edit letters for length, style, and to omit libelous statements. Letters should be kept as short as possible.
The Mustang Daily encourages readers' opinions, criticism and comments on news stories, features, letters and editorials. To ensure that letters will be considered for the next edition, they should be submitted to the Daily office by 10 a.m.

Press releases should be submitted to the Daily at least a week before publication, should they be desired. All releases must include phone numbers and names of the people or organizations involved, in case further information is requested.